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Your clients are planning a city break to Vilnius? Great! 
They can grab Vilnius Pass and explore our magical city 

for less. 
Even if they’re here for a day or two, the Vilnius Pass 

will help them make the most of visit.

www.govilnius.lt

https://www.govilnius.lt/visit-vilnius/get-vilnius-pass


Gediminas tower Hot air balloon flight Tours in Lukiškės prison Bus tour to Trakai 

TOP ATTRACTIONS

Vilnius city tour

More discounts: PDF catalogue

https://www.govilnius.lt/api/files/65328f607f400fac28b7db6b/10-20-Vilnius_Pass_2023_Paslaugos_A4.pdf


Value to the tourist

Free tickets and discounts: Vilnius Pass offers the opportunity to visit a multitude of 
museums and galleries either for free or with a significant discount, engage in various 
recreational and educational activities, explore Vilnius, participate in tours, ride bicycles, 
fly in hot air balloons, boat on the Neris River, and so on, either for free or with a discount.

Choosing Vilnius Pass is beneficial: Tourists who opt for the Vilnius Pass can save up to 70 
Euros and more (depending on the chosen card type: 24 h, 48 h, 72 h).

Quality guarantee: The Tourist Information Center meticulously selects participants for the 
Vilnius Pass program, ensuring that guests of Vilnius city receive only the highest quality 
services.

Convenience: Vilnius Pass eliminates the need for purchasing numerous tickets. Travel 
becomes more comfortable and easier, allowing more focus on experiences while worrying 
less about logistical details.

Versatility: Vilnius Pass offers are suitable for tourists seeking various experiences, 
balanced for both those who prefer to slowly enjoy city experiences and those looking for 
active, non-traditional activities.



To ensure the satisfaction of both you and your customers, the following policies 
are in effect:

1. When you make a payment, we will apply a discount from the official price.
2. If customers opt to pay the full price, you will receive a commission.
3. Customers have the option to make a payment at a reduced price.

PROPOSAL FOR TOUR AGENCIES, AGENTS, 
COMPANIES
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24 
hours

48 
hours

72 
hours

39.99 € 49.99 € 59.99 €
35.00 €* 44.00 €* 53.00 €*

*Price for tour agencies, agents, companies, 2024

https://www.govilnius.lt/visit-vilnius/get-vilnius-pass


SEE YOU IN VILNIUS!

For more information:

ERIKA FEDORENČIKAITĖ

erika.fedorencikaite@govilnius.lt

+370 617 87 236

mailto:erika.fedorencikaite@govilnius.lt
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